The study of the so-called aqueous complexation-dissociation coupled to transfer (ACDT) mechanism is extended to systems where the ligand species is not neutral and so the charge of the two transferable ions is different (z 1 a z 2 ). This has a profound effect on the voltammetric response of the system, which shows a complex behaviour depending on the chemical kinetics, the difference between the lipophilicity of the two ions and the applied potential. Such response is modelled making use of the diffusive-kinetic steady state (dkss) approach, obtaining analytical expressions for the current-potential-time curves in normal pulse, derivative and differential multipulse voltammetries. In addition, manageable expressions for the concentration profiles, interfacial fluxes and interfacial concentrations of all the species either side of the liquid|liquid interface are derived. From them, the effect on the voltammograms of the characteristics of the chemical reaction and the lipophilicity of the ions is thoroughly studied, comparing the cases where the ions carry the same and a different charge. The last case shows some striking behaviours that can be understood from the analysis of the concentration profiles.
Introduction
Advances in the investigation and modelling of transfer processes across soft interfaces are challenging and valuable given their interest in biological and environmental sciences 1 and their applications in chemical analysis, electrocatalysis and liquid|liquid extraction, among other fields. [2] [3] [4] Electrochemical methods have been proven to be very suitable for the study of the transfer of ionic species, [5] [6] [7] providing electrochemical strategies as alternatives to solid electrode electrochemistry for electroanalytical determinations. Ion transfer processes are usually coupled to chemical reactions in solution, which must be detected and characterized in order to fully elucidate the transfer mechanism. For this, modelling of the various physicochemical processes that can take place in ITIES (interface between two immiscible electrolyte solutions) studies must be developed.
In this work, explicit analytical solutions are deduced for the study of the so-called aqueous complexation-dissociation coupled to transfer (ACDT) mechanism via chronoamperometry and normal pulse (NPV), derivative (dNPV) and differential multipulse voltammetry (DMPV) when the transferred ions have a different charge (z 1 a z 2 ). It is important to highlight that this fact makes the mathematical treatment more complex as compared to the case where z 1 = z 2 tackled in previous work. 8 The ACDT mechanism, depicted in Scheme 1, corresponds to the frequent scenario where the target ion (M z1 in Scheme 1) takes part in a homogeneous chemical reaction that yields another ionic species (ML z2 in Scheme 1) that can also be transferred. [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] Depending on the nature of the homogeneous chemical reaction (for example, depending on the charge of the ligand L in the case of complexation), the two ionic species may have the same or a different charge: z 1 = z 2 or z 1 a z 2 . The case z 1 a z 2 covers a wide range of chemical processes, including protonation (L = H + ), 10, 13, 14 ion pairing (L = Q + or A À ) and complexation with ionic ligands, such as platinum, palladium and gold chloro-complexes, of great interest in medicinal chemistry. [15] [16] [17] The situation z 1 = z 2 corresponds, for example, to the complexation of the ion M z1 with neutral ligands such as water, ammonia, pyridine or ethylenediamine. 9, 12 As will be discussed throughout the article, the voltammetry of the above two cases can show marked differences. For the resolution of the corresponding differential equations problem, the diffusive-kinetic steady state (dkss) treatment will be employed in this work. 18 This enables the deduction of simple expressions for the concentration profiles, interfacial fluxes and interfacial concentrations of all the species as well as for the current-potential-time responses under both kinetic control conditions and chemical equilibrium conditions. The behaviour of these magnitudes as a function of the applied potential when the transferred species have different charges (in particular, z 2 = 2z 1 ) will be examined for different situations in terms of the difference between the lipophilicities of the species and the values of the chemical equilibrium and rate constants. The theoretical results reported offer helpful criteria for the quantitative study and physicochemical interpretation of voltammetric signals in ITIES studies. Also, they enable better understanding of the nature and dynamics of the phenomena that may control the system's response: heterogeneous charge transfer, mass transport and chemical reactivity in solution. Special attention will be paid to the comparison between the cases z 1 = z 2 and z 2 = 2z 1 as strikingly different behaviours can arise that serve as direct diagnosis criteria, including the appearance of a bump at the top of the current-potential wave or a second negative peak in differential techniques.
Theory
Let us consider the transfer of a metal ion M z1 from an aqueous solution (w) to an organic phase (o) that is coupled to a homogeneous chemical reaction in the aqueous phase with the species L z2Àz1 , the product of which (ML z2 ) can also be transferred across the interface (Scheme 1). Species L can correspond to a neutral or ionic ligand (complexation coupled to ion transfer), a proton (coupled protonation), a counterion (coupled ion pairing), etc. Note that depending on the charge of species L, the species M z1 and ML z2 will carry the same or a different charge. The concentration of L (c L *) is assumed to be in a large excess (or buffered) such that the kinetics of the chemical reaction can be considered to be (pseudo-)first order:
). Under these conditions, the apparent or conditional equilibrium constant can be defined as follows:
where c i * is the initial concentration of the species i (RM, ML, L) in the aqueous phase. When a constant potential E is applied to the system for a duration t, supposing that diffusion is the only active mass transport mechanism, the variation of concentrations with the distance to the interface x and with the electrolysis time t (0 r t r t) is described by the following differential equation system: 
where D a i is the diffusion coefficient of species i (i = M, ML) in phase a (w, o). The boundary conditions associated with equation system (2) are given by:
with
where F, R and T have their usual meanings. As can be inferred from eqn (7) and (8), it is assumed that both ion transfer reactions are fast as it is the common case. 7 Finally, the current measured can be calculated according to the following expression:
where A is the interfacial area.
Kinetically-controlled response: the dkss solution
The diffusive-kinetic steady state (dkss) approach was introduced for the theoretical treatment of electrode reaction mechanisms, [18] [19] [20] and later applied to facilitate ion transfer processes. 21 This approach greatly simplifies the resolution of the mathematical problem such that manageable analytical expressions can be obtained for the concentration profiles of the participating species and then for the interfacial fluxes, surface concentrations and current. In all cases, it was found that the dkss solution offers proper description of the influence of the coupled chemical reaction on the voltammetric signal and it can also be employed for quantitative analysis in the case of fast chemical kinetics ((k 1 + k 2 )t Z 100). In order to solve the above problem, two new variables are defined:
where f w refers to the perturbation of the chemical equilibrium in the aqueous phase and x w to the sum of the concentrations of M z1 and ML z2 in the aqueous solution. By introducing the above definitions in eqn (2)- (8), the boundary value problem becomes: 
Note that it is assumed that the value of the diffusion coefficient is the same for all the species in a given phase (i.e., D
, which means that the chemical reaction under study does not affect substantially the molecular size and hence the diffusivity of the species. Also, it is important to highlight that no restriction is made with respect to the g value given that very significant differences are reported between diffusion coefficients in conventional solvents and liquid membranes 22 or room temperature ionic liquids. [23] [24] [25] The dkss treatment involves the following assumptions: first, the perturbation of the chemical equilibrium is considered to be independent of time (i.e., qf w /qt = 0), which implies that the solution for eqn (14b) takes the form:
where x r 0 for the aqueous solution (Scheme 1) and d r is the thickness of the linear reaction layer where the values of the concentrations are different from the equilibrium ones
The second assumption is that the solutions of eqn (14a), (14c) and (14d) for the (pseudo-)species x w and for c o M and c o ML have the same form as that for a species which is only subject to diffusion transport with its transfer across the interface being reversible (i.e. fast enough in comparison with diffusion), 18 in such a way that they are given by:
and erfc(x) being the complementary error function. The derivatives of eqn (23) and (25) at the interface (x = 0) are:
where
In addition, from eqn (12)- (13), (23) and (25), the concentration profiles of the species M z1 and ML z2 in water can be written as follows:
with erf(x) being the error function. By introducing eqn (27) into the surface conditions (17) and (18), a system of four linear equations is obtained (eqn (17)- (20) where
with w being given by
and E 1/2,M and E 1/2,ML being the half-wave potential of each ion
such that
The interfacial concentrations of the species M z1 and ML z2 at the aqueous phase side can be deduced from eqn (12), (13) and (30): 
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The expressions for the interfacial concentrations corresponding to the organic side (c o M (0,t) and c o ML (0,t)) are directly deduced using eqn (7)- (8) and eqn (37)-(38). Thus, the concentration profiles of all the species involved in the ACDT mechanism are known from eqn (25) and (29) .
From eqn (29) , expressions for the interfacial flux of species M z1 and ML z2 can also be derived:
Finally, the expression for the current given by eqn (11) can be written as a function of the surface fluxes J w M and J w ML :
where it is considered that the transfer of cations from water to the organic solution corresponds to a positive current. After substituting eqn (37) and (38) into eqn (40) and (41), the current response as a function of the potential applied is obtained:
From eqn (43) it is possible to study the response of the ACDT mechanism in single pulse chronoamperometry as well as in normal pulse voltammetry (NPV) and derivative voltammetry (dNPV) (Section 3.1). In the particular case where species L is neutral and so the two transferable ions have the same charge (z 1 = z 2 ), the expression for the current simplifies to:
with z 1 = z 2 = z in the expressions for Z 1/2,M , Z 1/2,ML and I d (c*,z 1 ). 
Particular cases of the ACDT mechanism
provided that z 2 > z 1 , the term e Z1/2,ML increases more rapidly with the applied potential than e Z1/2,M
. Hence, the current-potential curve can exhibit different regions where one of the above terms predominates or they have comparable values. As a result, some striking features arise when the formal potentials of the ion transfers are similar and the chemical kinetics is relatively fast, which is discussed in Section 3. 
which, unlike in the case where z 1 = z 2 (see below), is dependent on the chemical equilibrium constant and it allows us to determine its value very easily (see Section 3). 
The above expression corresponds to a voltammogram with two waves when the formal transfer potentials are different enough. The first sigmoid develops at potentials where e Z1/2,ML -0:
the limiting current and half-wave potential of which are given by
With respect to the second wave, at the potential region where it appears the values of e Z1/2,M and e Z1/2,ML are comparable and the current-potential curve is given by eqn (53). For larger potentials where e Z1/2,ML c e Z1/2,M , the following value for the total limiting current is obtained:
independently of the value of the equilibrium constant. The interfacial concentrations of species M z1 and ML z2 for any value of z 1 and z 2 are given by:
and the interfacial fluxes as a function of the applied potential by 
which is characterized by the following half-wave potential and limiting current
such that the total limiting current takes the value
whatever the chemical kinetics and thermodynamics (and whatever the difference between the formal potentials 8 ).
Chemical equilibrium conditions (eq).
The expression obtained for z 1 = z 2 by making w -N (i.e., d 
which, regardless of the difference between the two formal potentials, corresponds to a single wave, the half-wave potential of which is given by
and the limiting current by I lim,te (z 1 = z 2 ) = I d (c*,z 1 ).
Results and discussion
In general, the higher the charge that the ionic species carries, the lower its lipophilic character is. 26 Indeed, only the transfer of monovalent and divalent ions is observed within typical polarisation windows. 27 Accordingly, in the following studies it will be assumed that the transferable ions are either monovalent or divalent and also that the former are more lipophilic (which in the case of cations implies that
ML ). This situation could correspond to singly and doubly protonated neutral species (such that z 1 = 1 and z 2 = 2), as in the transfer of some organic molecules such as drugs, 13,14 aminoacids 13 and organic dyes. 10 Note that the case z 1 = À1 and z 2 = À2 would be the mirror image of the case considered below. Fig. 1 shows the comparison between the NPV response (a and b, eqn (43) and (45)), concentration profiles (c and d, eqn (25) and (29)) and interfacial fluxes (e and f, eqn (40) and (41)) obtained for z 2 = 2z 1 and z 2 = z 1 , with Df 00 = 200 mV, k = 100 s À1 and K = 2(c ML */c M * = 2). The I-E curves ( Fig. 1a and b) show two waves, the second one being more clearly observed for z 2 = 2z 1 . The limiting current of the first sigmoid (I
lim ) is almost coincident in both cases (I (1) lim E 0.9 Â I d , note the different current scale between the two figures), given that at the potentials where the first wave appears, ML z2+ is essentially electro-inactive (i.e., it is not transferred). In contrast, the total limiting current is I lim = I d (c*,z 1 ) (eqn (62)) when z 2 = z 1 whereas I lim = 1.66 Â I d (c*,z 1 ) when z 2 = 2z 1 (eqn (52) for K = 2 and z 2 = 2z 1 ). The slope of the second sigmoid is also steeper when z 2 = 2z 1 , which can be more clearly observed in the dNPV response that shows a higher and narrower second peak for z 2 = 2z 1 (insets in Fig. 1a and b obtained by differentiation of the corresponding NPV curve, dI/dE vs. E). Note that dNPV offers higher resolution of overlapping signals and it enables more accurate determination of their position. 28 To explain the differences observed in the current-potential response for z 2 = z 1 and z 2 a z 1 , the concentration profiles of the species M z1+ and ML z2+ in the aqueous (w) and organic (o) solutions are plotted in Fig. 1c and d . Two values of the applied potential have been selected, close to the two plateau currents
Note that the ionic concentrations in the organic phase are much larger than those in water, as a result of the g value considered (g 2 = D o /D w = 0.001) that corresponds to slower diffusion in the organic solution so that the ionic species accumulate at the organic side of the interface.
At potential values close to I lim,1 (dotted lines), the interfacial concentration of the most lipophilic species (i.e., M z1+ ) in water is practically null, whereas in the organic solution c o M (0,t) reaches the maximum value (potential dependence not shown). In contrast, the concentration of ML z2+ in the organic phase is Fig. 1c and d) . Therefore, one can conclude that the first voltammetric wave is associated with the transfer of species M z1+ from the aqueous to the organic phase. Nevertheless, the concentration profile of ML z2+ in the aqueous phase is perturbed due to the occurrence of the chemical reaction ML
M z 1 þ 4 400 mV (solid lines) both species are transferred and the interfacial concentrations are null at the aqueous side and non-null at the organic one.
The transfer processes behind the current-potential response are further examined in Fig. 1e and f 
Note that the overall current is equal to the sum of the contributions of the free ion and the complex weighted by their respective charge (eqn (11)).
The flux of the most lipophilic species (M z1+ ) becomes maximum at potentials corresponding to the plateau of the
at the interface is null and the chemical interconversion from ML z2+ to M z1+ occurs at its largest extension. At these potentials, the flux of the complex is null and the current takes the value:
At more positive potentials where the second wave develops, the flux of M z1+ decreases whereas that of ML z2+ starts increasing. This confirms that the second wave of the NPV response relates to the simultaneous transfer of the two ionic species present in the aqueous phase. The total limiting current I lim is only reached at very positive potentials due to the large difference between the transfer potentials of both species, and it fulfils that: (52)). This equation implies that, at potentials corresponding to I lim , the net chemical interconversion between M z1+ and ML z2+ cannot take place since the transfer of both species from the aqueous to the organic phase is so fast that it exceeds the kinetics of the chemical reaction. This is the reason why the fluxes of M z1+ and ML z2+ fulfil the equilibrium relationship: J w ML /J w M = K = 2. Thus, the contribution to the current of the free ion and the complex are Fig. 2 , NPV and dNPV curves, concentration profiles and surface fluxes for z 2 = 2z 1 and z 2 = z 1 are depicted under the same conditions as those in Fig. 1 (i. e., K = 2 and Df 00 = 200 mV) but assuming chemical equilibrium conditions (w = kt -N, Section 2.2). When z 2 = 2z 1 , two signals are observed in the voltammogram as occurred under non-equilibrium conditions (compare to Fig. 1a and 2a ) although in this case the chemical interconversion is so fast that I lim reaches the value 2 Â I d (c*,z 1 ), as corresponds to the transfer of species ML z2+ at concentration c* (Fig. 2c , e and eqn (56)), instead of 1.66 Â I d (c*,z 1 ) as predicted by eqn (52) for K = 2. Other differences with respect to the kinetically-controlled situation are that the two signals are more separated than in Fig. 1a even though the difference of formal potentials is the same (discussion on Fig. 3) , and also M ¼ 400 mV) and (e and f) surface fluxes of the species M z1+ and ML z2+ (eqn (40) and (41)).
respectively, and their ratio is
that the two waves have the same slope in NPV and the two dNPV peaks have the same height and width. Moreover, the response in dNPV coincides with that obtained in differential double pulse voltammetry (DDPV) and differential multipulse voltammetry (DMPV), provided that the pulse amplitude is small enough 29 (DE r 10 mV).
When z 2 = z 1 , unlike that obtained under chemical kinetic effects (Fig. 1b) , a single signal is observed in the NPV and dNPV responses. As can be inferred from Fig. 2d (33)). Therefore, the effective chemical kinetics can be changed experimentally by modifying the duration of the potential pulses (t = 1 s in Fig. 3 ) or the concentration of species L, since k = k 1 0 c L * + k 2 .
When Df 00 = 200 mV (Fig. 3a) , two well-defined waves appear with the limiting current of the first one increasing with k up to it can be seen that at potentials close to 400 mV the current slightly exceeds the value predicted by eqn (52), the I-E curve showing a bump. This is much more evident for low Df 00 values ( Fig. 3b-d) since, under these conditions, the transfer of ML z2+ towards the organic phase is more favourable and the two waves tend to overlap. In these cases (for example in Fig. 3c and d), it can be seen that when k increases the bump tends to attain a current corresponding to chemical equilibrium conditions predicted by eqn (56) (i.e., I/I d (c*,z 1 ) = 2), which implies infinitely fast chemical conversion from M z1+ to ML z2+ ( Fig. 2 and grey lines in Fig. 3) . However, the current finally decreases until the value predicted by eqn (52) at very positive potentials, as it has been discussed above (I/I d (c*,z 1 ) = 1.5 for K = 1). In dNPV and DMPV the above behaviour gives rise to the appearance of a second peak of negative current in the potential zone of the bump (see below). The analysis of the effect of the conditional equilibrium constant K (eqn (1)) on the NPV and dNPV responses is shown in Fig. 4 , for both finite chemical kinetics (Fig. 4a , k = 100 s À1 ) and under chemical equilibrium conditions (Fig. 4b) , when z 2 = 2z 1 and Df 00 = 120 mV. In the first case (Fig. 4a) , when K { 1 or K c 1 the I-E curve tends to that corresponding to the simple transfer of M z1+ or ML z2+ , respectively. Under these conditions, there is in practice a single species in the aqueous solution and the single wave obtained is centered around the corresponding half-wave potentials that for g 2 = 0.001 are given by (eqn (34)):
For intermediate values of K, two ill-defined signals can be hardly observed in NPV, which are much more evident in dNPV. Thus, as the K value is larger, the first dNPV peak shifts towards more positive potentials and the second peak increases and shifts towards less positive potentials. Moreover, the total limiting current in NPV increases with K according to eqn (52).
Besides the duration of the potential pulses (Fig. 3) , the concentration of ligand c L * is the variable that can be easily changed in experiments. The value of c L * modifies the value of both the conditional equilibrium constant (K = K c c L *) and the effective rate constant (k 1 
The effect of c L * is shown in When the two waves of the NPV response are separated enough and the chemical kinetics is moderate (Fig. 5a ), the increment of c L * leads to lower limiting currents of the first wave (I 1 lim ), together with its shift towards more positive potentials. This is a consequence of the increase in the concentration of ML z2+ , which has been considered to be less lipophilic. Moreover, the second limiting current (I 2 lim ) takes higher values as c L * is larger (and so are the K values). In the case of dNPV the effect of c L * is analogous to that in NPV (Fig. 5b) , with I 1 peak decreasing and I 2 peak increasing with c L * and the first peak shifting towards more positive potentials. Fig. 5c and d show the effect of c L * for Df 00 = 50 mV and fast chemical kinetics. In this case, besides the influence on the values of I lim and I peak , it is observed that the magnitude of the bump increases with c L *, as a consequence of the faster conversion of M z1+ into ML z2+ (note that the appearance of the bump gives rise to a negative peak in dNPV). Finally, the characterization of the ion transfer mechanism, including the chemical reaction in the aqueous solution, will be considered based on the theoretical results discussed above. First, it is worth stressing that the situations z 1 = z 2 and z 1 a z 2 can be easily discriminated from the value of the limiting current at large overpotentials I lim (either via NPV or single pulse chronoamperometry, in Fig. 6 , where the parameter w would correspond to the dimensionless time of the chronoamperometric experiment). Whereas in the former case I lim always takes the value I d (c*,z 1 ) regardless of the characteristics of the chemical reaction and the difference of lipophilicity, 8 when z 2 4 z 1 the limiting current always exceeds I d (c*,z 1 ) and it ranges between
Þ depending on the chemical kinetics ( Fig. 6 ) and on the Df 00 value. Also, the appearance of the bump in the region of large potentials indicates that the charge of the ions is different, as well as that the chemical kinetics is fast and the difference between formal potentials is not too large.
With regards to the quantitative analysis of the chemical reaction in solution, two situations can be distinguished depending on whether the voltammogram shows two well-resolved signals or not. When z 2 a z 1 the first case corresponds to ca. DE 1/2 (=E 1/2,ML À E 1/2,M ) > 100 mV for any chemical kinetics (the faster the chemical reaction, the more defined the two waves). Under these conditions, the limiting current at sufficiently large potentials is given by eqn (52), which enables direct determination of the equilibrium constant. Once the K value M ¼ 120 mV and T = 298 K.
is known, the chemical rate constants can be obtained from the values of the half-wave potential of the second wave and of the limiting current of the first wave (given by eqn (50) and (48) for DE 1/2 > 200 mV) as well as from the magnitude of the bump if this appears (that is, if the kinetics is very fast and the formal potentials are not too different). When the two waves are ill-defined or a single wave is obtained (ca. DE 1/2 o 100 mV), the most sensitive region of the voltammogram for the quantitative characterization of the chemical reaction is that corresponding to the bump and the total limiting current. The latter can be attained at nonextremely positive potential using a small concentration of species L (Fig. 5c) and it provides the value of the equilibrium constant (eqn (52)). Then, the rate constants can be obtained from the magnitude of the bump at larger c L * values (Fig. 5c) .
In all the above cases the consistency of the results can be confirmed by performing the analysis of voltammograms obtained with different durations of the potential pulses and/or different concentrations of species L.
Conclusions
The aqueous complexation-dissociation coupled to transfer (ACDT) mechanism has been investigated in the case where the charge of the transferable ions is different. The diffusive-kinetic steady state theoretical approach has enabled us to deduce simple analytical expressions not only for the current-potential-time response but also for the concentration profiles of all the species and their interfacial concentration and flux. Hence, these analytical solutions provide insight into the physicochemical processes behind the voltammetry of the ACDT mechanism such as, for example, into the species that are transferred at each applied potential.
The effects on the voltammograms of the lipophilicity of the ionic species and of the kinetics and thermodynamics of the homogeneous chemical reaction point out important differences 
